Some people have asked about the logistics of getting to Cuba, and some have asked about the Half
Marathon, so I'll write about both here.
Getting to Cuba: As of now, you need a visa to enter the country from the US. I was on an Athletic
Visa. Yeah, that's right! The US government considers me an Athlete. We went with a tour group so
they handled the visa for us. I have no idea how to do it myself. I'm sure it's googleable if you're
interested.
We flew to Cuba on a Charter Airline. Schedules aren't as predictable as with commercial airlines, so
we ended up with a three hour delay. I'm sure that when commercial flights start flying (within the
next week!) flight times will be more reliable.
We were limited on the weight of our luggage. We were only allowed 44 lbs each, which included
carry-ons and purses. They are trying to control how much stuff is being imported into Cuba. You can
bring more, but you'll pay for the additional weight. There didn't seem to be the same weight
restriction when leaving Cuba.
Flight Time: It's just a quick 45 minute flight from Miami to Havana!
If you haven't flown into a small country before, you'll notice some differences right away. For
example, you walk down the steps of the plane, right onto the runway. How do people that can't do
stairs get off the plane? They are physically carried.

I've been to very small airports before, but this was the first one that had stray dogs running around
on the runway.
Do not expect the “airport” to have fancy shops that sell Coach bags, or to have a Starbucks, or even
to have toilet seats on the toilets. I'm just saying. Bring your own toilet paper.

Here's what to expect in Customs:

In a solemn quiet room with flickering fluorescent lighting, Immigration agents are hidden in
mysterious boxes. After the stamping of your passports, you will be buzzed through a door and and
you will enter a world of noise, and chaos, and more stray dogs. You will be met by Military ladies in
lacy, patterned stockings and mini skirts. (This wasn't taken at the airport, but it's the same uniform).

Next, you will be sent through a metal detector, and stopped by a nurse in an old timey 1950's nurse
uniform who will collect a health form that you will fill out on the plane. Grab your luggage, exchange
some money, hand another form to someone at the door, and you're done! For us, all of that took
only about 10 minutes.
Currency. There are two kinds. One for locals and one for tourists. The tourist exchange rate is 1 to 1
with US dollars, minus a 13% fee. You get $87 for every $100. They do NOT take US credit cards there.
It's all about the cash in Cuba.
There are plenty of cabs at the airport, both new and classic. You can also rent a car. It will not be a
pristine modern car, but it will have 4 wheels.
We had been warned that 4 star hotels in Cuba were not the same as 4 star hotels in, well, anywhere
else. We stayed at the Melia Cohiba.

It was perfectly fine! Large rooms, ocean view, all the amenities. The bedspreads were slightly out of
style, but that's really my only comment. I suspect there are one or two better hotels in Havana. This
one was about five miles from Old Havana, a $15.00 cab ride.
So, while the hotel is an oasis of glamour, the surrounding neighborhood seems poor. The buildings
are in very bad condition.

It's a little distressing. I've been in poor countries before so this level of decay wasn't something new
to me. But later we would go to what I believe was Central Havana, where the conditions are
absolutely shocking.

People were living in tenements which I assume didn't have
running water or electricity. They didn't even have doors or
windows. All of that had just rotted away. Rent is free in Cuba,
which might explain why the buildings are in such bad condition. I
woke up in the night in my fancy hotel room and couldn't get back
to sleep just thinking about it. Some of these "apartments" are
right across the street from posh hotels or marble government
buildings.
I think it's possible to visit Havana and not see the bad
neighborhood that distressed me so much. I happened to see it
because I ran through it in one of the races. If you stay in Old
Havana, you will probably just find the surroundings "rustic".
Sadly, I didn't have any meaningful interactions with the locals
because I don't speak any Spanish. A few people speak Englishmostly the employees of nicer hotels and restaurants.
But I did notice the locals have a very upbeat an positive attitude,
despite their poor living conditions.

Now for the races!
There was a short warm up race on Saturday. It was just under two miles, it was free and all the locals
joined in. You can just show up and ask for a bib in your age group. It's a run/walk situation. And
everyone comes out, many wearing their street clothes, flip flops, carrying purses, etc. Some are just
there to ask you for your shoes (more about that later). There were a couple thousand runners, and
ONE porta potty, with no toilet paper. Challenge Number One.

The race started at 10 am so it was pretty warm by then. When the horn sounded (actually I never
heard how they started it), everyone took off like they were being chased by bears. (Challenge
Number Two). SO MUCH ENTHUSIASM! There were a LOT of kids in this race. Once we got the go
signal I was shoved and elbowed from every side. The kids/teens were running in every possible
direction, including against traffic back towards the race start. They were tripping and falling over and
causing the adults to trip. I saw some woman fly through the air at one point after having tripped over
another woman who was knocked over by the enthusiastic teens. About a half mile in, the shoving
stopped and the kids and teens pooped out like they always do and it was relatively safe to run
without fear of losing your teeth or breaking a leg. It's a lot of fun, that 2 mile race, but it takes you
through some very poor neighborhoods.
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The Marathon, Half Marathon, 10k and 5k are on Sunday.
The bib (or Dorsal) pick up was at my hotel. I wouldn't call it an expo. There was an Adidas (the
sponsor) backdrop for a photo op, and a chaotic bib pick up situation. There were also some local
ladies loitering around appealing to the sympathies of runners and asking if they could have their
shoes after the race. Our tour guides warned us about this. They said there were even people running
along side them, asking for their shoes as they were out for general morning runs the week before the
race. Our tour guides collected any shoes anyone wished to donate to give to people in need, and
suggested that we did not give them to individuals ourselves.
Race day:
This time they had four porta potties at the start. Again, no toilet paper. I didn't even bother. I was
thrilled to hear there was a bathroom on the bus for our use, but again, no TP. Carry TP with you
everywhere people.
Some people said they felt that it was chaotic before the race. I didn't really notice. I was sitting on the
curb holding my head with a migraine, while an incredible amount of warming up and stretching that

makes NYC race participants look like amateurs was happening all around me. I think it was the car
fumes that caused the migraine. I haven't mentioned the car fumes yet. They're bad. Every lung full of
air will be 90% unregulated car fumes. And that's what you'll be breathing, not only while you're
walking around, but when you're cruising around in an antique 1950's taxi, and also while you're
running your race.
The first 5-6 miles of the race is relatively car free, and along the water front, so do all your breathing
then.
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As a side note, our hotel was at mile 4 so we all had contingency plans to use the restroom there if
necessary. But there happened to be two random porta potties in a plaza near the hotel. I think they
were completely unrelated to the race, and were probably put there for a party that happened the
night before. Yes, there was no TP. There are NO other porta potties along the course. And don't
count on these two at mile four. Anyway, I digress from the fumes. At about mile 5 or 6, the car fumes
kick in. And it starts to get a little warmer, and a LOT hillier. There are plenty of water stations along
the course. They give you small, sealed pouches of water.
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The idea is to bite off a corner, spit it out and pour the water on your head because you're hot. Or, you
can drink it, if you're into that kind of thing. At this point the streets are pretty much open to traffic.
They will stop the traffic for you, but a few cars might sneak in now and then and drive along side you.
They will also be allowed to cross in front of you if you're slow like me. Even though the traffic is
stopped, there are still plenty of car fumes to choke your lungs. And it just won't end until the end of
the race. Hills and fumes and heat. That's your life now. I don't think there was Gatorade or a
Gatorade knock off along the course, but I could be wrong. I brought my own Bloks for fuel. By the
way, here is another tip for entering the country. We were told by our tour group to only bring meds,
Tylenol, vitamins, things like Bloks, etc in their original container. There is a chance they could be taken
away when you go through customs if they are in plastic bags or unmarked containers. No one looked
in my luggage or purse, but I guess it could happen. You don't want to be without your Tylenol, and
trust me, there are no CVS's, so just buy the travel size of everything before you go.
Crowds. There were people out watching the race. But they didn't do a lot of cheering. Maybe they
were just bored by the time I shuffled by. I only saw one lovely man applauding and offering words of
encouragement around mile 12.

At the finish, you will be directed into a building where you will receive a plastic bag of Gatorade
substitute, a bottle of water, and your hard earned medal. No bagels for you!!! But HEY! You just ran a
half marathon (or other distance) in CUBA! You are awesome!
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Ok, so now you've done your touring and your running and your eating, and you're ready to leave.
Leaving Cuba is kind of easier than getting there. Customs is quick, security is minimal, Rum is
removed from your carry on because you are stupid and didn't put it in your checked luggage, toilet
seats are still absent from toilets, but at least there are doors on the stalls. Bring your own TP.
There are places to exchange your cash before and after customs. There are a couple small eateries in
the departures lounge. There is unexpected seating! There are a few gift shops and places to buy your
rum and cigars (which are perfectly legal to bring back to the US now). The people in the Rum store
did not feel like taking American money that day, but maybe you'll have better luck. The flight left On
Time!

In Summary, you should probably go to Cuba, but keep in mind, it's challenging. Emotionally. Don't
expect a luxury Caribbean vacation. Just go, experience, and realize how lucky you are.

